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ABSTRACT: The Clinical Development Design (CDD) Framework is an
information model for capturing design decisions made during the clinical
development of medical products and the evidentiary basis for those decisions,
from their inception to post-marketing surveillance. In this paper, we detail the
history and development of the CDD Framework, with considerations of the
ontology and rationale behind these efforts. We explore the basics of design
decisions and their value in the achievement of high product quality. For
appropriate decision-making during clinical development, interactions with
regulatory agencies and management of risks associated with the development
program are emphasized. Finally, we offer a glimpse at our plans for mapping and
tool-building to foster quality, which are dedicated to align with the Target Product
Profile (TPP) of medical products and Kahneman’s notion of reducing noise and
improving decision-making.

I.

Introduction and Overview
A.

Background and Evolution of the CDD Framework

Due to ever increasing expenditures and difficulties associated with successful
development and launch of innovative new medical products, the pharmaceutical
industry has devoted substantial effort to root cause analyses. 1-3 Taken together,
these analyses show increasing complexity of clinical development with
concomittant significant risks to the return on Research & Development
investment.4 Furthermore, efforts to streamline clinical development processes
with automation and digitization of data capture and reporting have failed to
improve overall product approval rates or lower the cost of clinical research.5 The
seeming paradox of process improvement without concomitant positive impacts
on clinical development outcome led to the formation of a collaborative team in
2013 within the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and
Associations (EFPIA) called “Smart Program Design”.a The Smart Program Design
team published an article in 2015, Smart Program Design through a Common
Information Model, which proposed improvements to the standard clinical program
design approach involving pre-competitive collaboration and information sharing.6
The group identified four key challenges to consistent and repeated smart clinical
program designs:

a

The team came from AstraZeneca, Bayer Healthcare, CIAN, Eli Lilly, Lundbeck, Hoffman La
Roche, Orion Pharma and Merck Serono.
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1. Design information is captured ad hoc;
2. There is an inability to learn from past programs, both within organizations and
externally;
3. Current industry information standards do not cover program level or the
rationale behind these designs; and
4. There is limited opportunity for progress in future opportunities in improving
clinical program. 6
Thus, a gap exist for a common information model to describe the key building
blocks essential in representing a clinical program and the corresponding design
rationale, which allows for organization of information for reuse, facilitation of
communication, and enablement of innovation. The common model should
bridge between data and decision, and between decision and Target Product
Profile (TPP).6
A presentation of these concepts at the 2014 Clinical Data Interchange Standards
Consortium (CDISC) IntraChange conference resulted in a recommendation by
Wayne Kubick, Chief Technical Officer (CTO) of is High Level Seven®
International (HL7) and former CTO of CDISC, to initiate work on a broader set of
information standards to address clinical development program design including
the capture of design decisions, rationale, and references.
Current data standards focus on describing and capturing the clinical trial protocol
and data rather than the design process. No data standards that apply to research
operations or their related critical decision-making process exist. Hence, we took
advantage of an opportunity in the Pharmaceutical Users Software Exchange
(PhUSE) Semantic Technology group b to develop the Clinical Development
Design (CDD) Framework.

B.

Purpose of the CDD Framework

The purpose of the CDD Framework is to apply the principles and process of a
design-based approach to the development program for a medical product with
emphasis on the identification, collection and use of relevant information in a
structured manner. This will enable decision making and construct a learning
system framework which facilitates ongoing improvement and efficiency. The
model is based on the principle that decision-making is dependent on and
enhanced by what is termed “enabling information.” In this model the capture and
use of enabling information is based on design principles.

C.

Overview of Design Decisions
1.

b

Learning from Other Domains

Currently the PhUSE CSS Linked Data & Graph Database Working Group
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Our first question was how are design decisions made in other industries? Other
domains with ongoing dynamic decision-making can inform clinical research
program development. In Thinking: Fast and Slow, Kahneman explores decision
making.7 He stresses that each industry needs ways to insure the product’s quality
from initial design through production and final inspection. In each stage we are
framing the problems that need to be solved and the corresponding decisions that
need to be made. He suggests that at each of these stages: design, production,
and final inspection, we look for ways to improve our design decisions in order to
improve our product. Kahneman also stresses the concept of “noise” or lack of
reproducibility, the variability in design decisions.8 He recommends ways to
decrease the noise in design decisions by building algorithms, rather than
depending solely on individual human judgment.
Overcoming human inconsistency as a solution to better decision making is
supported by the work of Winhusen.9 She focuses on the pre-implementation
phase of multi-site pharmacological clinical trials and details the causes of delays
and how they affect the study. The three primary causes for delays in the preimplementation period are: (1) unforeseeable events, (2) underestimation of how
long a project will take, and (3) difficulties in coordination of the many parties
involved in the clinical trial. She proposes that with the proper tools, the impact of
these types of delays can be overcome.
Roger Buehler, consistent with Winhusen and Kahneman, shows examples of
planning fallacies found in a wide range of industries and presents tools that can
assist in more accurately planning a project.10
While incorporating algorithms and tools into the decision making process is
advantageous to improve consistency and precision, the tools must be applied to
sufficient and accurate information to be effective. Sutcliffe notes that too little as
well as too much information can be difficult for a manager to interpret and apply
to successfully manage a project.11 Lovallo and Kahneman show how managers
need the subjectivity removed from the design decisions to put out a more accurate
estimation of the success of the product.12 Kahneman suggests managers and
decision makers can reduce noise and improve consistency by employing filters. 8
Sheehan, Hirschfeld, Foster et al. point out that another way to reduce the noise
is to use a set of common data elements (CDE) to obtain a more accurate signal. 13
2.

Describing Design Decisions in CDD

High quality design is most commonly manifested by success in the creation,
development, commercialization, and optimization of a tangible product with a
specified use, such as a car, a house or a software application. While product
users make multiple decisions during its use, the product is typically not changed
on a daily basis. Design in the realm of clinical research is different, however, in
that the research can be re-evaluated and adjusted continuously. Clinical research
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on a medical product is dependent on the process of creation, development and
optimization of a scientifically robust, operationally feasible and economically
relevant research program to generate compelling evidence for internal decision
making, regulatory evaluation and public confidence in its efficacy, safety and costeffectiveness. In contrast to the mass manufacture of consumer products, each
clinical development program for each biomedical product is unique.
Design decisions in clinical development programs and trials rely on consolidating,
analyzing, weighing, and prioritizing a broad range of sources of information from
guidance, past experience, expert advice, and real world evidence. This
information is typically captured in an unstructured format, in the form of clinical
development plans, protocols, documents, and presentations.
Such a process is not optimal. Designing a successful clinical research program is
can profit from:
 a robust and comprehensible framework,
 collaboration across many domains,
 generation, capture and effective sharing of data and historical information,
and
 relevant tools.
The CDD Framework we propose encompasses the support for design-based
decisions and how to apply them to a clinical development program. It should
accurately tell the story of how plans, data and information evolve during the full
life cycle of a therapeutic product from before clinical testing, then entry into firstin-human dosing, followed by the clinical trials, marketing authorization, as well as
the experience from postmarketing surveillance and subsequent studies. This
proposed CDD Framework is different from a Clinical Development Plan (CDP),
which we define as the tactical execution of a research plan.
In summary, we have applied the previous work on design decisions to the CDD
Framework. We will outline the basics of the CDD Framework and apply them to
our plans for capturing and supporting the information needed for decision
making and for establishing a platform for archiving and learning about decisions.

II.

The CDD Framework
A.

Mapping of the CDD Framework

The CDD Framework provides a methodology for the organization and
preservation of information critical to medical product development decisions,
information we refer to as “enabling information” (EI). EI includes process data,
timelines, costs, and resource burden, among other quantitative and qualitative
items. EI exists at every phase of the process, from concept to non-clinical and
clinical testing, through regulatory approval, marketing and post-marketing
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surveillance. The complete EI is ideally a comprehensive representation of an
entire medical product development program.
Thus, the CDD Framework collates the EI and captures the perspectives of all
stakeholders, scientists, administrators, care providers, patients, regulatory
agencies, financial stakeholders, collaborators and sponsors in the product
development process. One approach to collating EI and populating the
framework is to focus on three well-recognized, general objectives of medical
product development (Figure 1):14
•
•
•

set goals that describe the product and patient population who will
receive the product,
characterize the product administration (intervention) and define
outcome measures (both efficacy and safety), and
assess product viability against an benefit and risk profile

These three well-recognized objectives of product development allow for a
tentative mapping of our proposed CDD Framework. The following is a
suggested approach to this mapping:

Figure 1: CDD Framework from Hirschfeld14
Goals and target population
When setting the goals, we need information on the condition (indication), the
target population and the expected benefit to that population (Figure 2). This step
also requires a description of the product under development, as well as
measurable endpoints that are connected to the objectives and measures. The
target population is typically defined by phenotype and demographics, but one can
also consider genotype, geographic location, age or developmental stage and
lifestyle. Information generation and collection in this step may originate from
many
sources
including
scientific
and
medical
subject
matter
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expertise,epidemiology, outcomes research, biostatistics, real world data and
clinical operations.

Figure 2: CDD Framework Information To Be Collected14
Intervention and outcome measures
Characterizing the intervention requires investigation of its expected clinical and
biological effects, and establishing a correlation between exposure and effect.
These tasks will also require input from scientific and medical subject matter
experts and statisticians. If relevant, a central role should be taken by experts in
biomarker selection and analysis. This step requires an understanding of the
nature of the intervention, dosing and administration. Route, frequency, duration,
and other parameters related to exposure need to be understood and documented.
There needs to be a focus on defining informative and relevant outcome measures
that vary with deterioration or amelioration of the clinical condition in a predictable
manner. The clinical trial assessments must be feasible, acceptable, linked by time
and connected to the outcome measures.
Risk and benefit evaluation
There needs to be an emphasis on risk management (see below) with
assessments and outcome measures demonstrating an acceptable risk/benefit
profile. This profile must be based on clinical trials with credible study design
maximizing participant safety while minimizing bias and uncertainty as well as
analysis of data assured of integrity.
Validation of design output
To determine that all aspects are covered in the design, the perspectives of
patients, investigators conducting the trial, oversight bodies, regulators, and the
sponsor should be reviewed. Table 1 gives examples of some of the aspects to be
validated as the output of the design of a clinical trial protocol within the CDD
Framework.
Table 1: Perspectives in Validating the Design Output Prior to Clinical Trial
Protocol Development
Trial initiation
Conducting trial
Sponsor
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-

-

Will the targeted
population join the
trial?
Are all measures to
be collected useful
for an informative
analysis of the
measures used?
Are the data to be
collected with
sufficient fidelity,
stringency, and
completeness able to
support the selected
outcome measures?

-

-

Are the objectives
and outcome
measures feasible
and quality
controlled?
Is the infrastructure
adequate to support
the demands of
performing a rigorous
clinical trial, and
collect, transmit, and
archive high-fidelity
data?

Are the outcome
measures supporting
design and decisionmaking questions?
Will the analyses be
performed with
sufficient timeliness
and robustness to
support decisions?

To summarize, the vast number of questions and ensuing answers required for
each objective are interdependent and temporally linked. With that in mind, the
design of the CDD Framework requires a comprehensive understanding of the
design decisions and why these decisions were made. Each objective is
supported by enabling data, consisting of regulatory information, early research
and development data, clinical study data, epidemiological data, payer focused
data, and justifications.
The clinical design effort will not necessarily be a process in which goals are set,
interventions characterized and risk-benefit demonstrated in a linear fashion. As
new information is generated that more clearly demonstrates aspects of the
benefit-risk profile, the intervention, the condition or the target population may
become better characterized, leading to the setting of new goals. Also, at any
given stage of medical product development or the life cycle management of a
medical product, there will be key questions which remain unanswered, or the
uncertainty about the outcomes based on the collected evidence may become
greater than desired. The CDD Framework captures these gaps and uncertainties,
and helps moving forward by prompting the establishment of a logical plan for
setting goals that will fill those gaps and decrease uncertainties.
The CDD Framework is intended to evolve into a knowledge base for the design
of products supporting key design objectives, and to facilitate the validation of
those objectives. It should properly represent the inter-dependencies between
design constraints, decisions and information, and facilitate the communication of
those relationships between stakeholders to ensure that the work designated in
the CDD actually takes place.
Addressing risk management
There are many types of risks to be addressed throughout the CDD Framework,
each of which requires appropriate management. Besides risks relating to
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regulatory issues, risk considerations within CDD include those for business and
scientific validity, as well as concerns such as loss of time, opportunity, effort, and
reputation.
Certain risks will not be addressed in the CDD Framework, because those risks
could not reasonably be attributable to aspects of design, such as reporting delays,
data issues, misconduct identified, incorrectly enrolled patients at a site, etc.
Moreover, the European Medical Association (EMA) notes that “risk management
is a systematic process for the assessment, control, communication and review of
risks associated with the planning and conduct of clinical trials and clinical
development programs.”15 The CDD Framework should help to identify risks to
determine what can happen, when, where, how and why and to enable analysis of
the likelihood of the occurrence and detection. Finally, there should be decisions
on acceptable tolerance levels.

B.

Tools – Design Examples

Implementation of the CDD Framework can leverage many of the tools, methods,
and technologies that have been applied to other areas of knowledge acquisition,
storage, and analysis. Utilization of various combinations of these tools can
enhance the power and interoperability of the CDD Framework for the capture of
enabling information, decision options and rationale, and relationships of choices
to outcomes.
1.

Semantic Technology

The conventional approach to store and access information is by categorizing and
indexing information into relational databases based on static structures. XML
based data standards, such as those currently used in CDISC data capture and
transfer standards, are designed for such structured data. A primary challenge
here is that information associated with design thinking can initially be apparently
unstructured, incomplete, or subject to further changes and definitions. However,
similar to data standards, updates are inevitable.
Semantic technologies represent a family of technologies related to the capture,
storage, indexing, querying, and classification of unstructured data governed by
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).16 In particular, semantic technology
allows the development of flexible information models, where concepts can have
different meanings, links can be created between disparate information sources,
and information is incomplete.
For semantic technology well-defined rules are established that convey meaning
to specific words.17 In doing so, an assortment of words that have the same
meaning (as defined by semantic rules) allows for an overarching search with far
greater returns than relying on a search for each individual word. Moreover, with
linked WEB data, the user can search for information on the WEB and circumvent
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the need to rely entirely on conventional relational databases. However, some of
the linked data sources can be:






Unstable;
Outdated / not maintained;
Difficult to discover, explore;
Largely undocumented; and/or
Time consuming to establish

The flexibility offered by semantic technology makes it well suited to be leveraged
for the CDD information model. We need to obtain relevant information for input
into the program design, as well as the intended protocols, appropriate data
analyses, clinical study reports and regulatory submission. These components,
attainable through semantic technology, are incorporated in the CDD Framework
in a comprehensive yet temporal arrangement.
2.

Ontology

For any information model a common vocabulary or ontology is a prerequisite.
Ontologies help us to organize terms and define relationships, to enable reuse of
domain knowledge and separate domain knowledge from the operational
knowledge.18 Ontologies organize domain knowledge in a common structure of
entities and their relationships.19
An example of applying ontologies for semantic data supporting clinical research
is the ontology for FDA regulations in the Resource Description Framework (RDF),
being created by the PhUSE Reg2RDF group.20 Currently, the work focuses on
indexing 21 CFR terms and evaluating the key phrases and presenting a web
interface. The best way to organize the review process is part of their development
process. The CDD Framework aims to apply a similar approach for establishing a
corresponding ontology.
3.

Building the CDD Ontology

In order to develop the CDD ontology and to begin mapping the design process,
we can start with the checklists from the FDA (including the TPP and prescribing
information labeling templates and checklists) and Quality by Design reference
tools from Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI) as well as other data
sources.21-23
Before we can apply the terms, we must follow the examples found in developing
biomedically based Common Data Elements (CDE).13 We need to bring together
all of the above terms in a single resource with links, redundancies, and
hierarchical relationships. Our starting place in building our ontology is Vanderbilt
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University’s Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) application. 24 This
application allows us to capture redundancies and provide links between the terms
that we are referencing.
4.

Cmap – Concept Mapping Tools

A semantic information model can serve as the backbone for software applications.
However, a visual representation of the CDD Framework can also serve as a guide
for design teams on its own. A two dimensional open source concept mapping
tool is available from the Florida Institute for Human & Machine Cognition
(IHMC).25 Using this software, we will be able “construct, navigate, share and
criticize” our models of the CDD Framework. Cmap Tools allows us not only to
share our concepts and understanding of the CDD Framework, but to link our maps
to related concept maps and other types of media.26,27

Figure 3: Cmap Tool for 21 CFR Part 20120
Figure 3 maps the FDA’s 21 CFR Part 201 regulations with the Cmap Tool. We
can then hyperlink and download each of these sections of the regulations. For
the CDD Framework, we can develop Cmaps for each of our areas: Setting Goals,
Characterizing the Intervention and Delivering the Medical Product and link the
information that Medical/Scientific, Operations and Regulatory Groups need for
their work.
5.

Visual Interactive Information Model

The Cmap concept maps give us a two dimensional mapping. The next step
beyond the two-dimensional concept maps is the work done by Kerstin Forsberg
and Maria Benjegard with Neo4j mapping.28 This tool allows for multi-dimensional
modeling and linking.
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Figure 4: Schematic of visualization of activities in design28
Figure 4 depicts the concept of a visual, interactive information model
representing the interdependencies between activities, information, and
decisions.
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Figure 5: “Design to Deliver™” Visualization of Evaluation of Standards28
In Figure 5 we see an example what is considered for “Evaluation of Standards” in
Benjegard and Forsberg’s Understanding Trial Design. 28 Each activity contains:
-

what should be considered;
when it needs to happen, influencing work to come; and
where to learn more (e.g., guides to formal procedure and guidance).

The medical product development data and metadata entails collection of the
required factors describing not only what, where and when a decision was made
by one or all of the stakeholders; but also what alternative decisions were
proposed, why these were proposed, and why these decisions were accepted or
rejected. In order to support the development of reproducible design-based
decisions, the data and metadata for supporting decisions must be detailed and
accessible. The value of the CDD Framework is dependent on easy application of
this information model. We envison that it will facilitate robust design decision
support, including toolsets. However, an interactive visual model can also directly
contribute to the understanding and representation of the process.
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Systematic collation of EI depends on application of CDE, collection and defining
of easily retrievable data, and conforming to definitions that are agreed to by
design stakeholders.13 Through the identification of enabling information, the
components of clinical design may be assembled into a framework that optimizes
a particular use case and establishes the possible reuse of and learning from the
decision making process. To maximize the utility of enabling information, it should
be collected with fidelity, quality, stringency, and timeliness.

C.

Regulatory Interactions

A clinical development program framework exists within an environment under the
oversight of regulatory agencies. A general hierarchy regarding authority and legal
enforceability is as follows:







Statutes are binding and generally describe principles and goals to achieve
an outcome such as assurance that products intended for human medicinal
use are safe and effective. In the United States, they are developed by the
Legislative Branch and signed by the Executive Branch. They are binding
and legally enforceable.
Regulations are based on statutes and generally provide further details on
implementing the intent of the statutes. Regulations are developed by the
Executive Branch. They are binding and legally enforceable.
Guidance documents are developed by individual agencies and represent
a default recommendation for applying laws and regulations to particular
topics. Guidance documents are usually not bindingc; however, variance
from agency recommendations usually is expected to be supported by a
scientific, logistical, or other rationale.
Specific agreements between a party and an agency, such as a Special
Protocol Assessment, are on a case-by-case basis and considered
bindingd.

In the CDD Framework, the interactions between data, scientific principles,
regulatory principles, business decisions, and value decisions can be captured,
analyzied, displayed, and used to inform future decision-making.
A regulatory agency as a partner for input and agreement on any product
development plan is an important expectation. The CDD Framework, for a
particular medical product or planned indication, can offer valuable insight and
allow knowledge sharing about the product.

In rare instances, a guidance document may be binding. One example is the guidance “Providing Regulatory
Submissions in Electronic Format - Certain Human Pharmaceutical Product Applications and Related Submissions Using
the eCTD Specifications” which implements the electronic submission requirements for the electronic format of the
content submitted in regulatory applications.
d
Unless a substantial scientific issue is subsequently identified that impacts the agreement.
c
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The overall design of a product development program from inception to
postmarketing success is important for regulatory review, because every
development program activity needs to be compliant with the regulatory
environment(s) and expectations in which the medical product is intended to be
studied and marketed. The CDD Framework can provide a blueprint for a
regulatory review team to valuate a proposed program and may suggest metrics
for comparison with programs for the same class of medical products for the same
condition or for similar populations. These will help identify potential remedies to
address deficiencies.

Integrating a Target Product Profile and the CDD
A Target Product Profile (TPP) is a format for a summary of a drug development
program described in terms of labeling concepts which may be very helpful in its
program design.21 While its submission to a regulatory agency is voluntary, a
pharmaceutical sponsor may share a TPP with the agency to facilitate
communication regarding the design for clinical development.
The FDA has provided a guidance document detailing the labeling concepts in
TPP and suggestions for what should be addressed in the label.21 Sponsors often
want more information on adequately addressing these concepts during clinical
development. More information can be found in checklists from the FDA, such as
the “Selected Requirements of Prescribing Information” (SRPI) checklist, which
details 41 required and optional items for the labeling of drugs and biologics.22
When fully developed, our CDD Framework may offer us a link between the TPP
and these checklists. Other potential advantages could be the linking of the TPP
with Quality by Design and Risk Assessment tools.23,29
When using the TPP, the CDD Framework needs to include details about these
labeling concepts: Indications and Usage, Dosage and Administration, Dosage
Forms and Strengths, Contraindications, Warnings and Precautions, Adverse
Reactions, Drug Interactions, Use in Specific Populations, Drug Abuse and
Dependence, Overdosage, Description, Clinical Pharmacology, Nonclinical
Toxicology, Clinical Studies, References, How Supplied/Storage and Handling and
Patient Counseling Information. Recommendations to address these concepts can
be found in the FDA guidance document on the TPP.21 As discussed above, one
may be able to link recommendation in the TPP guidance to the SRPI checklist to
ensure compliance with the labeling regulations.

III.

Discussion

With the increasing challenges associated with successfully completing drug
development, which includes issues about attending to medical product launch and
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postmarketing surveillance, clinical research organizations and pharmaceutical
companies have started to explore ways to improve clinical development design
decision making. Automation has aided the execution, management and reporting
of clinical trials but this can only contribute partially to efficiency. The clinical
research community has realized that expert scientific and regulatory guidance,
information enabling decision making and retention of project memory are
necessary for successfully completing drug development.
A design paradigm can be summed up by four key steps: “Define – Integrate –
Prototype – Crystallize.”30 Prototyping and crystallizing would require the
integration of accessible evidence which may include real world evidence. The
process starts with defining and framing the problem questions in order to identify
clear and appropriate objectives. Access to historical actual evidence and data
are needed. Tools are also needed to enable calculations, visualization of design
concepts and engagement of all the stakeholders through clearly defined and
stated goals.
Technologies that easily link design components and decisions to the
information/data are needed in clinical development to overcome the unavoidable
loss of historical knowledge. Even with existing technologies that allow for the
creation of relationships between design components and the capture of “decision
points”, one can only capture the final decision, the rationale, and/or supporting
data in text-based minutes of meetings. There is often the intent to transcribe the
information from documents such as meeting minutes to a better system, but
competing needs generally prevail regarding resource allocation. Thus, the
technology must be easy to use and not time consuming. It must be intuitive so
that teams can capture the relevant information in real-time during the design
meetings. The teams must be tasked with not only capturing information around
decisions implemented in the design, but also what was not implemented, thus
preserving design alternatives for future consideration. The following are issues
relating to the CDD Framework which organizations need to consider:








What are the key decisions to be made during a product development life
cycle?
How is the enabling information captured, archived, and analyzed?
How is the enabling information made available for review of the ongoing
project and for future projects?
How can information be captured in real-time?
Is there something we can decide that does not need documentation? If
so, how is that decision reached?
How do we document the decision not taken?
Reproducible design decisions – given the same information, will we
always come to the same conclusion? What other factors influence
decision making?
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We embark on an endeavor that, as noted by Kahneman, is spreading across all
industries to reduce “noise” and improve decision making.9 Our goal is to develop
a framework and a knowledge base of linked data on the CDD Framework that will
serve as an information model for clinical research stakeholders, including
considerations for regulatory input and risk assessment/management. This is a
first step in providing collaborative tools for CDD based decision making and
establishing the validity and applicability of the model.
We are currently working on adapting tools, including a CDD ontology, to be used
to map and implement the design and decision making process.
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V.

Glossary

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this document are those of the authors and do
not necessarily represent the opinions of respective companies or
organizations, or regulatory authorities. The content in this document
should not be interpreted as a data standard and/or information required
by regulatory authorities.
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